Royal Unknown Artist (R.U.A.) is a young artist and songwriter owning a project with a mission. The mission to let every
fellow musician know that, regardless of gender, skin color, nationality, appearance, personal or political views, past or
present experience or lifestyle, every and single one is royal by simply existing. By simply being a unique and talented spirit
under the sky, with a personal touch on the work they are doing. Though unknown, every artist can contribute to the
beauty of life and its music. By sharing their dreams, their way.
R.U.A. chose music as her means of expression. With a beautiful touch of combining two concepts that seem
contradictory: unknown and royal. But that is the real fact of life: each person is royal, an unseen and maybe undiscovered
quality that doesn’t need to be proven. Everyone has it. Everyone is the best expression of oneself at the moment. And
that’s a blessing. A royal touch to all of the unknowns out there. It’s what R.U.A. discovered on her way and decided to
express thru her music.

About R.U.A.’s Transcendent Love
Transcendent Love is R.U.A.’s first album. “‘Transcendent Love’ is so much more than a simple album. The album is all about
love in all its forms. It’s a collection of thoughts and life experiences that happened mostly in my 20s. A few are rooted in
different time frames, during my childhood or teenage years. I have written all the songs throughout the years and I have put
them together in this album. I think it is the only way to be authentic. I could have written about my feelings years after they’ve
marked me, but the perspective would have been different for sure. So I tried to keep the original vibes as I felt them at the
time. Genuine.

It’s about emotion, heartbreaks and butterflies in my stomach. It’s about reaching the next level in my personal life. About
understanding and overcoming, about frustration and disappointment. About questions and answers that never came. It’s
about love for humans in the society around us, about family and about searching for the `good life`. It’s hard to understand
why, but it becomes transcendent.”
Artistically speaking, R.U.A.’s impressive first recording mixes genre’ and styles ranging from Pop and Rock to R&B with jazzy
vibes. It has vibrant rhythms and infectious melodies and the wonderfully crafted songs that are the essence of the album
remind the listeners of no “filler”, but good music that remains a precious memory. It also contains an Outro written by
Richard Orange. “I was only 10 at that time. It’s ironic, but so cool. The song waited for me. And after we met it was always
there to tell me `It’s not the end of the world` when I needed it the most, when it felt like it’s over.”
R.U.A. puts it simply: “We love because it’s probably the only truth that exists in the world, despite all illusions. It is real! We
are born to love. My album is not a novel, it is not hard to understand, it is not something we have never heard of. But it speaks
for myself.”

About R.U.A.’s Transcendent Love
1. I’m In Love / 2. Break Down The Rules / 3. Money Man / 4. Four Walls / 5. Mama / 6. So Stupid / 7. Yin & Yang
8. Words / 9. I Wanna Be The Light / 10. Love Is All / 11.It’s Not The End Of The World
https://open.spotify.com/artist/4mGIq9h4SQ5108dwHe2xs6
http://itunes.apple.com/album/id1202255224?ls=1&app=itunes
https://www.amazon.com/Transcendent-Love-R-U/dp/B01MRC4A7X

All tracks are written by R.U.A (Royal Unknown Artist), both melody and lyrics, except track 11 – “It’s not the end of the world”
written both melody and lyrics by the amazing Richard Orange.
Released on 14th of February 2017.
Album Licensed in South Korea through Contentscube.

REFERENCES / ALBUM REVIEWS
• Richard Orange (UK, noted singer and songwriter, Columbia and Motown songwriter, worked with Cyndi Lauper) - "A
lot of singers, “sing” a song and do so very well, indeed. Unlike other singers, RUA, doesn’t just sing a song, but rather
she "becomes the song” and it becomes her.”
• Arturo G. Álvarez (USA, noted producer, manager, artist, CEO Entertainment A&R Media, voting member of The Recording
Academy) – “R.U.A. has unique style and such a great proposal of quality and original sound. Such an artist with an
amazing talent and confidence to express what’s in her soul. Loved the record and your songs are wonderful.
Congratulations! It’s a hit!”
• Carl Blue Wise (USA, producer, noted songwriter and owner of BlueboyRecords) – “Royal is a great description of this
Artist, but soon not to be unknown at all. In fact, after listening to R.U.A.’s new album ‘Transcendent Love’ it is clear
that she will be recognized all over the world for her exciting Voice and Style. From the moment you hear the powerful
Vocals on ‘I’m In Love’ to ‘Break Down The Rules’ to ‘Money Man’ you realize this Artist is taking us along on her
musical Journey and you hope it never ends. This Songbird is not only an exciting, powerful singer, but she is an
exceptional writer as the album’s songs prove.
• Phill Celeste (USA, Life on Planets, Duo Band) – “RUA has crafted a work that moves between different worlds: from
sugary sweet pop to darker, more classic sounds, even abstract. Lyrically it contemplates love and conflicts of
conscience. Where does the heart want to stay? Music has helped us answer these questions through the years and
RUA's latest offering gives us insight into the emotions of the present. It is a grounded venture that evokes images of
smoky late nights and city streets, lazy mornings in bed with a lover and rainy meditative afternoons.”

MUSIC LINKS & SOCIAL MEDIA
Soundcloud / Reverbnation / Twitter / Facebook / Instagram / Website
• https://soundcloud.com/rua_royal_unknown_artist
• https://www.reverbnation.com/rua_royal_unknown_artist
• https://www.instagram.com/rua_royal_unknown_artist
• https://twitter.com/rua_royal
• https://www.facebook.com/royalunknownartist
• https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100011131230228 (personal account)
• www.royalunknownartist.com

WATCH LIVE PERFORMANCES HERE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lm-AYNnC_TY - R.U.A. live at Mogosoaia Palace Park
https://www.facebook.com/RobertoFisherman/videos/1935952123136572 - facebook live @OPUS Bucharest
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0WSg9osB48 - Immortal – R.U.A. - do not share (private link – rehearsal room)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQyRot6E4gs - Ain’t nobody – Cover Chaka Khan – do not share (private link – rehearsal room)
https://www.facebook.com/100011131230228/videos/vb.100011131230228/406502399730798/?type=3&theater – LIVE R.U.A. and Friends

Latest RELEASE “OCEANS AWAY”
• Gorgeous and exceptionally talented singer and songwriter R.U.A. is back with a new,
fresh release and collaboration with the noted Memphis songwriter Carl Blue Wise
from Blue Boy Records. The single was released in stores on July 13th 2017 for the
artist's birthday, being followed by the live release in Hard Rock Cafe Memphis on July
20th.
• The powerful message of the track makes us feel united and stronger when space and
time dilutes. The beauty of life regardless of the distance between us is LOVE. R.U.A. is
definitely a strong promoter of peace, love and honesty between people. The track
was written by R.U.A. and Carl Blue Wise being published and produced by
Blueboyrecords and Harding Group Limited in partnership.
Watch the video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXi1XeFuTKw
http://itunes.apple.com/album/id12505...
https://www.amazon.com/Oceans-Away-R-...
https://open.spotify.com/album/6In7un...

COLLABORATIONS
• Naule (HU) – “Feather” single
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQ6PN49jGbE
• Erice (SW) – “Running Wild” on album Memories
https://open.spotify.com/track/4hUXhvLWn8ZnsShnW423JX

International Songwriting Competition 2017 Nashville USA
• R.U.A. – Semi Finalist @ Adult Contemporary Category
• 2 tracks – “I wanna be the Light” & “Break Down
The Rules”

• Selected out of more than 16000 tracks
• 82 semi-finalist tracks at AC Category
• Judges – Ziggy Marley, Tom Waits, Lorde, Bastille and many others
• New York Times considers this competition as being the most important
competition in the World for songwriters

Unsigned Only Songwriting Competition 2018 Nashville USA
• R.U.A. – Semi Finalist @Vocal Performance & Adult Contemporary Categories
• 3 tracks – “I know you’re listening” / “Brother” /

“It’s not the end of the world”
• Selected out of 6000 tracks

CONTACT R.U.A.'s team members
office@royalunknownartist.com
booking@royalunknownartist.com
management@royalunknownartist.com

